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The Role Of Constitutional Courts
On Wednesday and Thursday, Senators and Members of the National Assembly held a special sitting to deliberate on the Constitution of Kenya Amendment..
Courts to play a deciding role in the amendment of the constitution
There is often in constitutional litigation an initiating role in search of an initiator. The judicial drama may go on with the role essentially unfilled—or with it filled willy-nilly. Plaintiffs come ...
The Wall of Separation: The Constitutional Politics of Church and State
What does it mean to have a constitutional right in an era in which most rights must yield to 'compelling governmental interests'? After recounting the little-known history of the invention of the ...
The Nature of Constitutional Rights
A ruling last week by the German Constitutional Court in favour of ecological NGOs has major significance—and not just for Germany.
The climate verdict of the German Constitutional Court
Former Hong Kong chief justice Geoffrey Ma Tao-li has defended the role of foreign judges in the city, arguing they should continue to sit on the bench and help enforce the mini-constitution which he ...
National security law: ex-chief justice Geoffrey Ma defends role of foreign judges in Hong Kong, argues they should help enforce mini-constitution
THE Supreme Court Thursday rejected a petition of the Election Commission of India (ECI) to gag the media from reporting ...
Constitutional authorities can do better than seek fetters on media, says SC; refuses to gag reporting of courts’ oral observations
The European Court of Human Rights ruled on Friday that a Polish company had been denied its right to a proper hearing due to the illegal appointment of a Constitutional Court judge, opening the way ...
European rights ruling opens way for challenges to Poland's top court
it can rebuild its legacy by asserting its judicial independence from the government and once again reclaiming its constitutional role as a citadel that establishes India’s constitutional values ...
The chequered legacy of a Chief Justice of India
“The topics it will examine include the genesis of the reform debate; the Court’s role in the Constitutional system; the length of service and turnover of justices on the Court; the membership and ...
Biden Issues Order Creating Commission to ‘Examine…the Membership and Size’ of the Supreme Court
The commission will consider range from the genesis of the reform debate, the court’s role in the constitutional system, the length of service, the turnover of justices, the size of the court ...
2 Former GCs to Serve on the President's Supreme Court Commission
The two volumes are meant to be read (yes, read) in tandem; the debates and ideas documented in Volume One play key roles in the constitutional ... of the Supreme Court. Despite the wide-spread ...
"The Reconstruction Amendments: Essential Documents," Vol. 1: The Antebellum Constitution and The Thirteenth Amendment
Article 124 (1) of the Constitution merely says, “there shall be a Supreme Court of India consisting ... The government’s role The Central government has no role to play in the appointment ...
Explained: Here’s how the Chief Justice of India is appointed
The EFF leader's criticism of the judiciary calls into question his role representing ... of the courts". For this reason, the Council for the Advancement of the South African Constitution ...
South Africa: Parliament Asked to Act Over Malema's Role in Judicial Interviews, Given His Disparaging Comments About Judges
WARSAW (Reuters) -Poland's Constitutional Tribunal ruled on Thursday that the human rights ombudsman be removed from his post, drawing opposition accusations that the court was seeking ... rights and ...
Leading Polish government critic should leave ombudsman role, says court
But the chief justice this week baffled observers when he seemingly shored up a blunt attack by Malema on Constitutional Court hopeful Judge ... and the role of media to tell and record the ...
Mlambo invites commentary on claims of judicial capture, again
(AP pic) BERLIN: Germany’s Constitutional Court ruled on Thursday that a law setting a rent cap on apartments in Berlin was invalid because the city government lacks the authority to enact such ...
German constitutional court strikes down Berlin’s disputed rent cap
WARSAW (Reuters) -Poland’s Constitutional Tribunal ruled on Thursday that the human rights ombudsman be removed from his post, drawing opposition accusations that the court was seeking to end ...
Leading Polish government critic should leave ombudsman role, says court
Leading Polish Government Critic Should Leave Ombudsman Role, Says Court WARSAW (Reuters) - Poland's Constitutional Tribunal ruled on Thursday that the human rights ombudsman be removed from his ...
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